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The Henry McLean House, as it stands today, is the product of three stages of development: mid-nineteenth century, late nineteenth century, and early twentieth century. Corresponding features exhibited in the sections of the structure include Greek Revival, Victorian (Queen Anne), and turn of the century standard/popular. The sections illustrating successive stages of development are largely distinct and intact.

The original (west) section of the Henry McLean House c. 1840 bears the stamp of the vernacular Greek Revival beginning with its basic two-story double-pile side-hall construction. It is frame and sheathed with plain weatherboards. A one-story shed porch—supported by rectilinear columns and turned balusters—spans the entire three bay front. Carefully shielded is the off-center front entrance which is composed of a single door topped by a six-light transom and flanked by sidelights. The space beneath the sidelights is paneled and the door and sidelights are separated by pilasters. Additional fenestration takes the form of 12/12 sash windows which are evenly spaced throughout the first and second stories, of the original main block. The entire section is capped by a gable end roof and has an interior end chimney.

The interior of this original section contains four rooms and a wide side hall with a dog-leg staircase. Moldings are uniform throughout. Only minor modifications to the original floor plan have been made with the addition of a second-floor bathroom and several closets.

The lower southwest room illustrates well the main block interior accents. Molded door surrounds have recessed panel corner blocks. The door itself has four large recessed panels with a vertical bead running its full length, a feature which is shared only by the door leading into the northwest room. More recessed panels are found beneath the 12/12 windows. The fireplace mantel, which appears to be a replacement, features sides with double colonnettes topped by a heavily carved scroll and bullseye. Floors are wide slightly irregular-in-width pine. Simple, intact baseboards and a cornice (cyma recta) complete the list of notable features in the lower southwest room.

Sliding doors connect the two lower rooms, which create a spacious, single room effect when opened. The double sliding doors bear nine recessed panels and have surrounds similar to those already described, save with the addition of a centrally-placed recessed-panel horizontal tie atop. Sliding doors also connect the two upper rooms, but the doors themselves have bullseye corner blocks which resemble blocks in the newer east wing rather than the flat paneled ones in the original section.

Otherwise, the second floor plan and decoration basically follow that exhibited on the first floor, save minor alterations for modern plumbing, ceiling cover, and storage needs and preferences. The fireplace surround found in the upper southwest room is much simpler, however, than its lower-floor counterpart. Its sides are merely plain flat pilasters.
A change in interior door architraves signals a later addition; indeed the entire two-story, four room east wing of the Henry McLean House postdates the original section by thirty-five to forty years. A two-story bay occurs at the wing's front. Set into this bay are three windows with multi-paned upper sashes and 2-light lower sashes on the first story and 2/2 sash windows on the second. A gable surmounts the bay front; the gable itself has a small bay projection set into it. Decorative shingling, a sunburst fanlight, and louvered vents adorn the faces of the diminutive bay, capping off a component which bears a definite Queen Anne-style flavor.

Distinguishing the newer section from the original on the interior are the aforementioned door surrounds, which are beaded on the face and have bullseye corner blocks. Oak floorboards are narrow and even in width, which indicates that the state of the area lumber industry was developed enough to make standard, machine-sawn flooring readily available to homebuilders. Windows are 2/2 rather than 12/12 and doors are five raised panel rather than four recessed panel. East wing interior features reflect changes and sophistication in industrial mechanization which occurred over the course of the nineteenth century.

Several rooms were added to the rear of the Henry McLean House in the early twentieth century. These include a kitchen, dining room, and bathroom, all suited for modern needs and use. Also, the front room in the east wing is graced with a mantel supported by small Doric columns, which is seen to occur in early twentieth-century Colonial Revival homes and may be a replacement.
The Henry McLean House, c.1840, follows the vernacular Greek Revival architectural traditions of antebellum North Carolina with its two-story gable roof construction, front entrance with sidelights and transom, side hall plan, and interior door, window and mantel treatment. The house was located in the village of Belmont, which emerged in the shadow of the United States Arsenal at Fayetteville west of the town limits in Haymount. Accessible to town via main wagon roads and favored by merchants, craftsmen, and businessmen, the early settlement served as a stimulus to development in Fayetteville's western regions.

CRITERIA ASSESSMENT

A. The Henry McLean House is situated in what was originally an antebellum Haymount settlement known as the "village of Belmont" which, in the shadow of the United States Arsenal at Fayetteville, helped to define the neighborhood character and served as a stimulus for residential development in Fayetteville's western regions.

C. Along with the Taylor-Utley House c. 1848 (#8), and other houses originally standing in the antebellum village of Belmont, the Henry McLean House exhibits the North Carolina vernacular Greek Revival with its two-story gable-roof side-hall construction, front entrance with sidelights and transom, window and door surrounds with corner blocks, and four recessed vertical panel doors.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The Henry McLean House was built c. 1840 in the village of Belmont, a small settlement in Haymount approximately one mile west of the city limits. The settlement was located in the shadow of the United States Arsenal at Fayetteville, and was part of a tract purchased by Captain James A. J. Bradford, commander of Arsenal operations, for residential development purposes. Accessible to town via major wagon roads like Morganton, individual house lots within the village were parceled and sold by Bradford which served to stimulate further residential development in the Haymount area.¹

Henry McLean purchased the eastern half of the three acre block bounded by Cumberland (now Hay), Spring, Clarendon, and Myrtle streets from Bradford in 1839.² He built a two-story frame house there shortly thereafter in which he, his wife Sophia, and at least three children came to reside.³ McLean's occupation is not known, but he was involved in numerous business and real estate ventures as trustee throughout the 1840s.⁴

McLean died in 1845 at which time court-appointed administrators awarded the house and immediate grounds to his wife, Sophia. The remainder of the lot, which had been divided into three parcels and assigned to McLean's three minor children, had to be sold to cover debts of the estate which were not satisfied by the sale of the deceased's personal property.⁵ The property was repurchased by Sophia McLean in 1848, and in 1850 her real estate holdings were valued at 2,500 dollars, which was fairly consistent with other village of Belmont properties.⁶

Sophia McLean retained ownership of the house until 1871 when she sold it to John Shaw.⁷ The local grocer/businessman and active public servant, who served as county commissioner in 1880, is thought to have built the Queen Anne style east wing. The house remained in the family until 1892 when Lucy Currie became the new owner.⁹ She and her husband, John, also active in county politics, retained the property until the middle of the decade.¹⁰

In addition to a private residence, the house was also used as a parsonage. From 1903 to 1912, trustees for the Methodist Episcopal Church's Fayetteville District, covering Cumberland, Harnett, Lee, and Moore counties, reserved the house for district use.¹¹ They may have followed the Presbyterian lead, for in the 1870s and 1880s the house on the other half of the block, the one built by Edwin Glover (c.1850), had served as the First Presbyterian Church manse.¹²

MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES

See continuation sheet.

GEOPHAPHICAL DATA

ACREAGE OF NOMINATED PROPERTY Less than 1 acre.

UTM REFERENCES

<table>
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<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZONE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASTING</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHING</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

All of Lot 40, Map 62-1-3, Cross Creek Township, as outlined in red on map. See map section.
Uses for the structure since it passed out of the hands of the Methodist Church in 1912 have been primarily residential. Between 1924 and 1953, the house was owned and occupied by members of the Peden family. It is still identified by that name, though the property has been transferred from the Pedens to others. The current owners are Joseph and Judith Whaley, who are in process of restoring the former McLean home for modern use.
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